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Abstract 

Decomposition of organic material (litter) is an important part of the global carbon cycle. 

Environmental conditions, litter quality and the microbial community are the main factors 

affecting decomposition. The decomposition is divided into two phases, one fast initial phase 

and one slow second phase. The tea bag index (TBI) was used as a standardized method to 

measure decomposition rate along a latitudinal gradient. A common garden set up and 

extractions were made to determine the composition of the litter to investigate if climate or 

litter quality affected the decomposition rate. The result showed that the decomposition rate 

increased with higher latitude. The litter from higher latitude has more material that is easy 

to decompose. Natural litter abroad had higher decomposition rate than at home. On the 

contrary, standard litter at home had higher decomposition rate than abroad. This indicates 

that litter quality is more important than latitude. Further studies are needed with more sites 

along the gradient to conclude how climate and litter quality are affecting decomposition.    
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Climate change and the global carbon cycle are strongly connected as the decomposition 

process is an important moderator of the release and storage of carbon (Crowther et al. 

2016). Decomposition is a biological process by microorganisms, such as bacteria and fungi, 

that break down organic material (litter) to smaller components (Coûteaux et al. 1995, Wall 

et al. 2008). Carbon and nutrients are released when litter decomposes, some are used for 

plant uptake and the remaining carbon and nutrients are stored in the soil as organic matter 

(Schmidt et al. 2011, Zhang and Wang 2015). The main factors affecting litter decomposition 

are environmental conditions, the composition of material (litter quality) and the community 

composition of the decomposers (Coûteaux et al. 1995, Cornwell et al. 2008, Makkonen et al. 

2012).  

Coûteaux et al. (1995) suggested a model of decomposition rate (k) of some organic 

components where the decomposition was divided in two phases. In the first phase, nutrients 

such as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) in high concentrations would increase the 

decomposition rate of litter easy to decompose (labile material, i.e. cellulose). In the second 

phase, mainly material that is hard to decompose (recalcitrant material, i.e. lignin) remained, 

and high concentrations of N would decrease the decomposition rate in contrast to the first 

phase. This model is similar to the Tea bag index (TBI) method for this study where tea bags 

are used to study the fast initial phase and the slower second phase. 

1.2 Environment 
Moisture, temperature and soil nutrient availability are considered the main environmental 

factors that determine decomposition. Therefore, the climate is often very important and 

many studies about decomposition are made along climate gradients induced by elevation or 

latitude. 

Climate (i.e. temperature and precipitation) changes with latitude and can be divided into 

climatic zones (Zhang and Wang 2015). In arid and semi-arid zones, the N and P 

concentrations in litter increased with mean annual temperature (Zhang and Wang 2015). 

Mean annual precipitation affected the N and P concentrations negatively, thus climate 

change could have a significant effect on the carbon and nutrient cycle in arid and semi-arid 

zones. The mean annual temperature had no significant effect on the humid middle zones. 

However, the mean annual precipitation could have an indirect effect on decomposition due 

to interactions with N concentrations of the litter material (Zhang and Wang 2015). In the 

humid low zones the mean annual temperature had a positive effect on decomposition rate, 

while the mean annual precipitation had a negative effect (Zhang and Wang 2015). 

Moisture could affect both the litter quality and the decomposition rate (Riggs et al. 2015). 

Riggs et al. (2015) investigated decomposition along a hydrologic gradient (upland and 

wetland) using 12 species of willow (Salicaceae) to determine if the composition of the 

species are adapted from the habitat it originates from. The species from areas with higher 

moisture had a faster decomposition rate in both wetland and upland areas, as the material 

easy to decompose (the first phase) was larger in wetland species than in the species from the 

drier areas (Riggs et al. 2015). One of the reasons for this result could be that lignin 

decomposition is aerobe and the species from the wetland areas are more adapted to have 

more material such as cellulose (Riggs et al. 2015).     

The soil is important for the water retention and nutrient cycle (Kricher 2011). The soil 

particles vary in size, which change the ability to hold the water. With larger size of particles 

more water is running through the soil to deeper ground. Water that runs through the soil 
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can leach out nutrients such as phosphorus and nitrogen, and could also lower the soil pH 

(Kricher 2011).    

A study on two tree species (Quercus acutissima and Pinus massoniana) investigating acid 

rain found that there was a higher negative effect on the decomposition of needles than on 

leaves (Wang et al. 2010). The leaves were affected by a higher concentration of the acid rain. 

The decrease of decomposition might be due to decreased enzyme activity within the 

microbial community. The soil pH buffering capacity may be different in the two sites, which 

could explain some difference of the effects on needles and leaves (Wang et al. 2010). 

Lastly, UV light is a factor that can affect decomposition rate, especially in ecosystem where 

UV light is radiating directly on the soil (e.g. steppe). A study showed that by blocking UV 

light the decomposition rate could decrease, indicating that environment can be an important 

factor in the carbon cycle (Austin and Vivanco 2006).  

1.3 Litter quality 
Decomposition is affected by climate and litter quality (Zhang and Wang 2015). Litter quality 

can be defined as the physical and chemical composition of plant litter (Aerts 1997, 

Strickland et al. 2008). N concentrations, P concentrations, the ratio between for example 

carbon (C):N and the amount of lignin are some aspects of litter quality that can affect 

decomposition rate (Zhang and Wang 2015).  

A review on 30 studies about interaction among litter types found that a mix of different 

species of plants could change the litter quality. A mix of litter could change the total litter 

surface, increase mass loss and lead to generally higher nutrient concentrations (Gartner and 

Cardon 2004). This could change the decomposition rate physically, and possibly change the 

microbial community. The chemistry of the litter could transfer nutrients and secondary 

chemicals via for example leaching and with microorganisms. However, it is difficult to 

predict when the decomposition is affected by a mix of litter (Gartner and Cardon 2004). 

1.4 Microbial community 
Litter quality and climate interact with the microbial community and can affect their activity 
and species composition (Castro et al. 2010). As the microbial community is responsible for 

the carbon and nutrient cycles, the effect from climate change on the communities are 

important to investigate. Temperature and precipitation, along with litter quality can 

increase or decrease the productivity of the microbial community. With different factors, 

such as temperature and moisture, the ratio of bacteria and fungi might change as well as 

their abundance. The abundance of fungi increased with warmer temperature and the 

abundance of bacteria increased with warmer temperature and higher concentration of 

carbon dioxide (CO2). However, the abundance of bacteria decreased with warmer 

temperature and lower concentration of CO2 (Castro et al. 2010). The study investigated the 

effect of precipitation but only between species within fungi or bacteria (Castro et al. 2010). 

The reason for the changes could be that the environment might affect their living conditions 

differently (Castro et al. 2010).  

Home Field Advantage (HFA) is one interaction affecting decomposition. It is hypothesized 

that the microbial community is specialized to a specific species of litter that occurs locally 

(‘home’) and therefore predicts that the decomposition rate is higher if the plant litter 

decompose at the place it originates from, meaning that the decomposition rate is lower if the 

litter is moved to another place (‘abroad’) (Veen et al. 2015). According to Veen et al. (2015) 

HFA was statistically significant across 35 studies worldwide. However, the effects on the 

global decomposition rates were 4% to 8% which has a relatively small impact in contrast to 

climate and litter quality. Despite finding statistically significant results in several studies on 

HFA, the effect of HFA does not always occur (St. John et al. 2011, Cleveland et al. 2013). The 
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mechanisms causing the HFA are not studied enough and therefore more studies are needed 

on HFA to understand why and how they occur.  

1.5 Interactions 
Climate (often defined by latitude) and litter quality explain around 70% of the variation in 

global decomposition rates (Ayres et al. 2009, Zhang and Wang 2015). UV light, interactions 

among litter types, soil chemistry, soil biodiversity and the microbial community are some 

factors that may explain the remaining 30% of the variation (Austin and Vivanco 2006, 

Cornwell et al. 2008, Ayres et al. 2009, Veen et al. 2015). However, the interactions effects on 

the global decomposition rates are not so well-studied.  

1.6 Aim 
The purpose of this study is to increase understanding of the interaction between litter 

quality and climate and, to see if home field advantages depend on climate or litter quality.       

The study aims to answer two questions: 

1. Does decomposition of natural litter correlate to litter quality or to latitude? 

2. Do home field advantage effects depend on litter quality or latitude? 

I hypothesize that decomposition rate will be lower at higher latitude due to the colder 

climate and that the home field advantage effects depend on litter quality because the 

microbial community might have adapted to a specific composition of litter. 

2. Material and method 
To test the interaction between climate and litter quality, a large scale experiment was set up 
including material from 10 locations spread across Europe (Fig. 1). Latitude was used as a 

substitute for climate as the climate is generally colder with higher latitude. All the locations 

were part of the Integrated Carbon Observation System (ICOS) network. In those locations, 
three types standard litter (green tea, rooibos tea and standard litter from a common garden) 

and natural litter were buried. To quantify HFA effects, all litter types were also buried in a 
similar way in a common garden, located in the Netherlands.  

2.1 Litter bags 
The standardized Tea Bag Index (TBI) method of Keuskamp et al. (2013) uses bags of Lipton 
green tea (EAN: 87 22700 05552 5) and Lipton rooibos tea (EAN: 87 22700 18843 8). The 

tea was used as it is easy to obtain since the tea can be bought in commercial stores. Which 

makes the TBI a cost-effective method. The bags for both the tea and natural litter were made 
of the same woven nylon. The mesh size of the bags is 0.25 mm, allowing microorganisms 

and mesofauna to enter the bags. To make resembling bags of natural litter and standard 

litter, the litter was cut into smaller pieces by passing them through a 1 cm mesh sieve. The 
bags for the natural litter were closed with a heat sealer after filling them with circa 2.1 gram 

of material. The total weight of the filled bags was also determined. In addition, I measured 

weight loss of the litter types after 48 hours in a stove (60°C), the dry weight was measured to 
see the water content in the material. To include the weight loss of sending the bags, the 

participants reweighed five bags per site and all of the tea bags. A mean value for weight loss 

by sending was calculated using the reweight by participants per location.    

2.2 Field incubation in a gradient 
The bags contained tea, natural litter and standard litter. The natural litter consisted of 

material from trees and the standard litter was common reed (Phragmites australis). The 
bags were buried at each location in separate holes 15 cm apart, 8 cm deep (Fig.1). After 

approximately 90 days the bags were retrieved. Thereafter, all litter bags were dried in a 
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stove for 48 h at 60°C and the final weight of the litter inside the bags was determined. In 

total 16 bags were buried at each site, 4 bags of natural litter, 4 bags of standard litter from 

the common garden, 4 bags of green tea and 4 bags of rooibos tea. Decomposition along a 
gradient was determined using decomposition rate (k) and latitude. The incubation started in 

April/May/June and ended in July/August/September/October depending on when spring 

started along the latitudinal gradient. 

 

Figure 1. Map of the 10 locations participating in the experiment, indicated with red dots (Source: Google maps). 

2.3 Common garden setup 
To test HFA, the litter from the common garden in Westbroek in the Netherlands (WB) was 

incubated at each location in the same way as the rest of the litter. Litter from all 10 locations 

(natural litter), the common garden (standard litter) and the tea were incubated in 4 blocks 
in WB. A total of 16 bags of natural litter from each location, green tea, rooibos tea and 

standard litter was buried in June and retrieved in August. 
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Table 1. List over sites including the abbreviations used in the study along with the coordinates, vegetation and 

days incubated.  

Site Country Latitude Longitude  Vegetation Days 
CH LAE Switzerland 47,4781  8,365 Mixed 95 

DE HOH Germany 52,085306 11,222233 Beech, oak 
and birch 

91 

DE THA Germany 50,963603  13,567013  Spruce 92 

FI SOD Finland 67,36186  26,63817 Spruce 121 

IT CAS Italy 41,70426  12,35729  Oak 92 

FR PUE France 43,74139 3,595833  Oak 91 

IT REN Italy 46,58686 11,43369 Spruce 92 

NL LOO Netherland 52,16648 5,74355 Pinus 
sylvestris 

105 

FR HES France 48,6741  7,06465  Beech 91 

SE SVA Sweden  64,25609  19,77457  Spruce 98 

WB Netherland 52,165628    5,121558 Common 
reed 

90 

 

2.4 Additional measurements 
Four material fractions were determined from 1 gram of natural litter from each site, with 4 

replications (Ryan et al. 1990). The fractions were nonpolar extractives (NPE, e.g. fats and 

waxes), water solubles (WS, e.g. simple sugars and phenolics), acid solubles (AS, e.g. 
cellulose) and acid insolubles (AIS, e.g. lignin). The natural litter was homogenized and 

grinded into powder using a ball mill and 1 g was put in filter bags, and thereafter sealed. 

Using a soxhlet apparatus, the NPE was extracted for approximately 20 h with 
dichloromethane, or until the distillate did not dissolve any color from the bags. The WS was 

extracted for approximately 40 h with deionized water using the same soxhlet apparatus. To 

examine the fraction of AS, the bags were incubated in sulfuric acid (62%). The bags were 
soaked in the sulfuric acid (62%) for 1 h in a beaker. Thereafter, deionized water was added to 

make a mix of sulfuric acid and deionized water (2,5%) in which the bags were boiled for 

approximately 4 h at 100°C. The remaining material, the AIS, was combusted at 550°C to 
determine the ash content. The labile fraction is the NPE, WS and AS fractions. The AIS and 

the ash are the recalcitrant non-hydrolysable fraction. All the filter bags were dried for 

approximately 48 h in a stove (60°C) between each extraction and thereafter weighed to 
examine the weight loss.  

2.5 Calculations 
For each litter type, including tea, we calculated exponential decomposition rate (k) assuming 

an exponential decay model with one phase (Zhang et al. 2008):  

𝑦 = 𝑒−𝑘𝑡 

where y is the percentage weight loss in fraction after the circa 90-day incubation, k is 

decomposition rate and t is time in days/years. Standard-k was calculated in the same way.  

Next to this, TBI-k and TBI-S were calculated, assuming a two-phased decomposition model, 

with a fast initial phase and a slow second phase, during which decay rates are negligible as 

the model is a standardized method. 
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Litter quality was characterized by hydrolysable fraction. The hydrolysable fractions of the 

natural litter were calculated using the initial weight and the sum of NPE, WS and AS 

fractions. For tea, the hydrolysable fractions were derived from Keuskamp et al. (2013). 

The water content of the natural litter was calculated with the difference between fresh 

weight and dry weight. However, the water content for the site SE SVA and FR HES was not 

measured. A mean value from the water content from other sites with the same type of tree 

species was used instead (Table 1). The water content was used to calculate dry weight before 

incubation as the litter after incubation was weighed dried to examine the weight loss.  

The program Microsoft Excel was used to sort the data, make graphs and to calculate the p-

values by doing linear regressions. The p-value was defined as statistically significant at 

p<0,05.  

2.6 Definitions 
Natural litter: litter from all sites either buried at ‘home’, which is the place it originates from 

or ‘abroad’, which is when it is buried in the common garden (WB). 

Standard litter: litter originating from the common garden (WB). The bags are ‘home’ in WB 

and ‘abroad’ when buried at the other sites.  

k: is the decomposition rate calculated as the first phase of the decomposition.  

TBI-S: is the decomposition rate calculated as two phases, the fast first phase and the slower 

second phase. TBI-S represent the second phase of decomposition in green tea.  

TBI-k: is the first phase of decomposition of rooibos tea. Rooibos decompose slower than 

green tea and is still in the first phase after 90 days and will therefore determine k.  

3. Result 
For the natural litter buried at home in the 10 different locations across Europe, 

decomposition rate (k) increased with higher latitude (Fig. 2). The result from the linear 

regression showed that k of natural litter at home increased with latitude and was statistically 

significant (p<0.001), as well as the relation between k for the standard litter abroad and 

latitude (p<0.001). However, the relation between k for the natural litter abroad and latitude 

was not statistically significant (p=0.1245). k for the natural litter at home and abroad and k 

for the standard litter buried at each site (abroad) show different increase compared to 

standard litter buried at home (WB) (Fig. 3). Natural litter at home had the steepest 

increasing trend line and standard litter abroad had the least steep trend line (Fig. 2). Natural 

litter at home had overall higher k-values compared to standard litter in relation to 

hydrolysable fraction, when buried at the different sites and/or in the common garden (Fig. 

4). The regression showed a statistically significant positive relation between natural litter at 

home and hydrolysable fraction (p<0.05) although, the relation between the natural litter 

abroad and hydrolysable fraction was not statistically significant (p=0.3448). The relation 

between standard litter at home and hydrolysable fraction was not statistically significant 

(p=0.2405), also standard litter abroad was not statistically significant (p=0.0632). The TBI-

k and stabilization factor (S) shows the difference in the first phase decomposition and the 

second phase decomposition between the sites (Fig. 5). The regression between TBI-k and S 

was statistically significant (p<0.05).  
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Figure 2. Mean k-values of natural litter buried at home, blue (R2=0.725) and standard litter abroad, orange 

(R2=0.1691) in relation to latitude.  

  

Figure 3. Mean k-values of natural litter buried at home (blue), natural litter buried abroad in WB (gray), standard 

litter buried at home (yellow) and standard litter buried abroad (orange) in relation to increasing latitude (from 

left to right).  
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Figure 4. k-values of natural litter buried at home (R2=0.6725)/abroad (R2=0.4775) and standard litter buried at 

home/abroad (R2=0.1673) in relation to the hydrolysable fraction of the material.  

 

Figure 5. Mean k-values calculated from TBI for short term decomposition and mean value for stabilization factor 

(S) calculated for long term decomposition.  
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explanation for this could be that the experiment had different species depending on the site. 

Another explanation is that the litter quality could vary, which could as a consequence lead to 

different decomposition rates and therefore show a different result than expected. The 

hydrolysable fraction indicates this difference in litter quality. The hydrolysable fraction 

showed that the decomposition rate is faster with more labile material (Fig. 4). Litter from 

higher latitude could have a larger fraction of labile material which could explain the results. 

Another reason for the increased decomposition rate with latitude could be precipitation. As 

the bags were buried during summer, with favorable temperatures, and maybe even too high 

temperatures in the southern sites, rainfall could be the limiting factor. Temperature should 

have a high impact on decomposition rate as there is generally a more considerable difference 

in precipitation between temperate zones and tropic zones (The World Bank, 2016). This 

study, conducted during summer, may not differ enough in temperature to have that effect.   

The plot for the TBI in this study showed a higher S-value (Fig. 5) compared to the plot in 

Keuskamp et al. (2013), which could be due to the larger range of sites. The k-values did not 

differ that much between this study and Keuskamp et al. (2013). The TBI shows that there is 

a connection between decomposition and the environment. However, more data is needed to 

predict the decomposition rate in more climatic zones (Keuskamp et al. 2013).    

4.2 Do home field advantage effects depend on litter quality or latitude? 
The k for natural litter from all sites buried abroad showed an increased decomposition rate 

compared to the k for natural litter buried at home, this contradicts the HFA effects (Fig. 4). 

Even though the relation between the k for natural litter abroad and the hydrolysable fraction 

were not statistically significant, we could see some indications that the k-values are affected 

by climate as the decomposition rate is faster in the common garden than the natural litter at 

home (which is statistically significant) (Fig. 4). The standard litter had higher k-values at 

home compared to the standard litter abroad, which is consistent with the HFA effects (Fig. 

3). However, the results were not statistically significant. The litter quality should be an 

essential factor affecting decomposition rate. One reason that could explain why HFA effects 

are not expressed could be that the microbial community in the common garden are adapted 

to litter with similar composition. The similar composition could lead to a similar 

decomposition rate.  

4.3 Methodological errors 
Pyramid teabags have a high surface area, which allow the microbial community greater 

access to the material inside the bags. The milling was an important factor since a more 

homogenous material reduce physical differences between litters. In order to achieve a 

controlled environment, woven nylon bags were used since they are hard to decompose. 

Litter bags are a standardized method observing decomposition. However, Weider and Lang 

(1982) claimed that litter bags may underestimate the actual decomposition, although, the 

material in the litter bags might show similar traits when decomposing, as the decomposition 

that occur outside the bag (Weider and Lang 1982). The litter bags (or in this case tea bags) 

are useful for controlled experiments, for example HFA effects. Plant roots can pose 

damaging effects and increase weight by penetrating the litter bags. 

TBI is a well standardized method. However, the human impact on the experiment could 

affect the result. Bags buried in areas that is populated by a lot of humans and animals have a 

higher risk of surfacing, a surfaced bag cannot be used. The plant species differed between 

the sites, which made the milling difficult as the spruce went through the mesh sieve without 

breaking. Nevertheless, the sorting of material could depend on the stage of the collected 

material. The errors in making and weighing litter bags are compensated by weighing in 

several steps. However, a lot of small biases can be made when different people measure the 

final weight.   
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4.4 Conclusion  
Litter quality is an important component in decomposition of organic matter. Litter from 

higher latitude had a greater decomposition rate, most likely because they had a higher 

fraction of material easy to decompose. One reason why HFA was not expressed could be that 

the standard litter and natural litter had similar composition. Further studies are needed 

because decomposition varies with seasons, which could show that decomposition in areas 

with higher latitude has lower decomposition rate during the year. Studies on the microbial 

community is needed as the microbial community are one of the main factors affecting 

decomposition and are also a main point of HFA.    
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